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Marble Bust of Homer (2) - What is on Homer's head? _______________________________________
Bronze Bust of Socrates (3) - What does Socrates say he is guided by? ___________________________
Marble Well Head (5) - How many figures are on the well? ____________________________________
Statuette of Athena (6) - Where did the original stand? _______________________________________
Mourning Athena (7) - Who is she mourning for? ___________________________________________
Which hand has a spear? _______________________________________________________________
The Combatant (8) - What does he have on his left arm? ______________________________________
Venus de Melos (9) - What might she have had in her hand? ___________________________________
The Marathon Boy (10) - What was original material? ________________________________________
What knee is bent? ____________________________________________________________________
Nike of Samothrace (18) - What is another name for this statue? ________________________________
Marble Bench (20) - What mythology story is depicted on the bench? ___________________________
Who are the three main figures? _________________________________________________________
Girl Playing Knuckle Bones (21) - Which hand is she using? __________________________________
Dying Gaul (22) - Which side was the Gaul wounded on? _____________________________________
Two Figures from Nike Balustrade (24) - Which foot is she tying the sandal on? ___________________
Satyr with Young Dionysus - What is the expression on the faces of the figures? ___________________
Pouting Maiden (28), Antenor's Lady (26), and Peplos Kore (25) Which of these is the biggest? ___________________________________________________________
Who were they all portraits of? __________________________________________________________
Which one has traces of paint that can be seen on the back? ___________________________________
What statue looks like she has hair like French Fries? ________________________________________
Piping Pans from Pompeii (27) - What color are the Piping Pans? _______________________________
Bust of Zeus (30) - Which hand would have the thunderbolt? __________________________________
The Temple of Hera (32) - How many columns are around the temple? __________________________
What ceremony is held at the altar of Hera? ________________________________________________
Lion of Delos (36) - What did the lions guard? ______________________________________________
How many teeth does the lion have? ______________________________________________________
Discobolus (39) - What was the sculptor's name? ____________________________________________
Which hand is the discus in? ____________________________________________________________
What statues have no heads? ____________________________________________________________
Did you see any animal statues? YES __________________________or NO______________________

